When the characteristic of k is 0, this result is a particular case of a stronger theorem of Bott (cf. [5] , [10] or [17] ) which asserts that for any semi-simple algebraic group G, given a line bundle L on G/B, there exists at most one ; which can be computed such that H 1 (G/B, L) ^ 0, etc. This stronger result is however now known to be false in arbitrary characteristic, as has been pointed out by Mumford [SL (3) , characterisric 2] .
A development which has contributed to the proof of (1) is the result proved recently by several authors (cf. [14] , [16] , [18] and [20] ) that the vertex of the cone over the Grassmannian, for its canonical Pliicker imbedding into a projective space, is CohenMacaulay; this result is easily seen to be a consequence of (1) 
for the case G = SL (n).
A common aspect of all these proofs is that they suggest the plausibility of vanishing theorems of type (1) more generally for Schubert varieties (we call Schubert varieties the closures of cells in G/B, G/P, etc.) so that (1) could be proved by induction on the dimension of the Schubert varieties. In fact it has been proved by these authors that the vertex of the cone over any Schubert variety in the Grassmannian is Cohen-Macaulay. Among the several proofs of these results there are really two which are different in principle. The first one (cf. [14] , [18] and [20] ) is based on induction on the dimension of the Schubert varieties and uses a result of Hodge which gives an explicit basis for H° (X, L" 1 ) where X is a Schubert variety and L represents the restriction to X of the hyperplane bundle on the Grassmannian for the Pliicker imbedding into a projective space. The second proof is due to Kempt (cf. [16] ) who deduces these as consequences of theorems of type (1) for a certain class of smooth Schubert varieties in SL(n)/B; in particular he proves (1) for the case G = SL (n). In this proof one again uses induction on the dimension of these Schubert varieties and the role of Hodge's theorem is replaced by using certain properties of a P^fibration of G/B. Our proof of (1) is inspired from this proof due to Kempf for the case G = SL (n).
The proof of (1) is done by checking it separately for type A^, B^, €", D^and G^; however the underlying principle of the proofs is the same in all the cases.
To give an outline of the proof of (1), let us first give our version of KempFs proof for the case G = SL (n +1). Fix a maximal torus T of G, and a Borel subgroup B of G, B : => T. Take the maximal parabolic subgroup P of G, P => B, corresponding to the left end root in the Dynkin diagram of G so that P\G (= space of cosets of the forme P g, g e G) is the projective space of dimension n. Now B determines a Bruhat decomposition in G, P\G, B\G and G/B and we call Schubert varieties the closures of the corresponding Bruhat cells. Let P\G = Yo =) Y^ => ... =>¥"(= point) be the decreasing sequence of Schubert varieties in P\G. Then Y^ is a linear subspace of codimention ; in P\G and if H is the tautological line bundle on P\G, then the line bundle on Y^ determined by the codimension one subvariety Y,+i is H y,-Let ^, 0 ^ i ^ n, be the inverse images of Y^ by the canonical morphism n : B\G->P\G; then X^ are smooth Schubert varieties in B\G and TT* (H) ^ is the line bundle defined by the codimension one subvariety X^i ofX^. Let X,
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be the Schubert varieties in G/B (= space of cosets of the form g B, g e G) defined by X; (i. e. if Xf is the image in B\G ofBwBc=G,weW= Weyl group of G, then X, is the canonical image of B w B in G/B). We see easily that X^ are also smooth Schubert varieties in G/B. Further X^ = P/B-the flag variety of SL (n) (i. e. the flag variety in lower rank). Let L, be the line bundle on X^ determined by the codimension one subvariety X^+i, then it can be seen that L^ are induced from line bundles on G/B; further if L^ == L (/^) where 7, is a character of the maximal torus T, the ^ can be calculated explicitly in terms of the fundamental weights (cf. Proposition A. 6, § 3, below). We have exact sequences O-^L^^^-^x^-^O.
Let 5C be a character of T, L (^) the line bundle on G/B defined by ^ and L = L (%) |^.. Tensoring the above exact sequence by L gives the exact sequence (2) 0->L(S)Ls~1->L-^L\^^-^Q on X,.
Now it can be seen that there exists a P^fibration of X^ induced by the P^fibration G/B-^G/P^, where P^. is the minimal parabolic subgroup corresponding to a certain simple root oe^ (cf. Remark A. 3, §3, below). If N is a line bundle on X,, we call degN = degree of N with respect to this ^-fibration, the degree of the restriction of N to any fibre of this fibration. A general reasoning shows (cf. Proposition 1.14, below) that if deg N = -1, then H-7 (X,, N) == 0, j ^ 0. It can be shown that deg L, === 1 so that deg L ® L^~1 = deg L-l. Writing the cohomology exact sequence of (2), we have Note that L® L^~1 = L(^-7,) ^. The proof of (1) now follows as a special case (7 = 0) of the following assertion
Since X^ = the flag variety in lower rank, by induction on the rank we can suppose (6) to be true this case. We now prove (6) by induction on dim X^ so that we can suppose (6) to be true for X^+i instead ofX^. Suppose now deg L = 0. Then looking at the cohomology exact sequence (3), the assertion (6) follows in this case using (4) above [and of course (6) for the case X^+i]. Again looking at the exact sequence (3), because of (5) the assertion (6) follows by induction on deg L.
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LAKSHMI BAI, C. MUSILI AND C. S. SESHADRI It can be asked why one should work with X^ rather than X[ which seems more natural. If we argue by induction on dimension of Xp we require a result similar to (4) . What is required is a P^fibration of X[ such that the degree of the line bundle on X^ which defines the codimension one subvariety X^i is 1. Now X[ has many P^fibrations but the degree turns out to be zero in all these cases. This is the reason why we work with X^. In the proofs of the Cohen-Macaulay property of cones over Grassmannians, the proof of something similar to (4) is one of the essential steps and it is achieved with the help of Hodge's basis theorem (loc. cit.). Perhaps a suitable generalisation would also work in this case.
It is now clear how to set about proving (1) for the cases when G is of type other thanA^. We take for P the maximal parabolic subgroup corresponding to the left end root in the Dynkin diagram of G and we define a sequence of Schubert varieties :
starting from Schubert varieties Yo => ... => Y^ in P\G. For the case of type €" we find that P\G is a projective space and the proof goes through as for type A^.
For type B^, P\G is an odd dimensional quadric and there is a unique Schubert variety in P\G in each dimension. One defines the sequences Y^, X; as above. They are not in general smooth varieties but they are always normal. In this case a technical complication arises from the fact that X^ is not a Cartier divisor in X^_i; however 2 X^ is a Cartier divisor in X^_i given by the restriction to X^_i of a line bundle on G/B which can be explicitly computed. Let Z be the closed subscheme of X^_i " defined by 2 X» " with underlying set as X^. One shows that Vanishing theorem for X« => Vanishing theorem for Z and Vanishing theorem for Z ==> Vanishing theorem for X^_i.
The rest of the proof is similar to that of type A^. For the case of type D^, P\G is an even dimensional quadric. Here, in every codimension i except when ;' = n-1, there is precisely one Schubert variety Y^ and when i = n-1 there are precisely two, say Y^_ i and Y^_ ^ We define the sequence of Schubert varieties YQ =) YI => ... =» Y^_2 in P\G with codim Y^ = i and we define the sequence X^ as before and let us denote by Z the Schubert variety in G/B defined by Y^_i. Here again there is a technical complication; X^_ i is not a Cartier divisor in X^_2. However dealing with this case turns out to be simpler than in the case B^. One finds that X^_^ u Z is a Cartier divisor in X^-z defined by a line bundle on G/B which can be explicitly computed. One finds that X^_i n Z = X/, (scheme-theoretically) and by a familiar patching up argument (cf. [20] ) one shows that Vanishing theorems for X^_i and Z => Vanishing theorems for X,,_iUZ and
Vanishing theorems for X,,_iuZ => Vanishing theorems for X^_^.
The rest of the argument is as for type A^.
For type G^, one finds that P\G is sifive dimensional quadric and the proof goes through as for type B/,.
From the preceding it is clear as to what is required for the above proof to go through for the remaining types. Let P be a maximal parabolic subgroup such that P\G is the simplest. Let X be a Schubert variety in P\G and S a hyperplane section in P\G (for the canonical projective imbedding) such that X-S is set-theoretically a union of Schubert varieties. Then we should know the scheme-theoretic intersection X-S. This paper is respectfully dedicated to Professor Cartan whose celebrated theorems on Stein manifolds have influenced so much work on the cohomology of coherent sheaves in analytic and algebraic geometry.
Preliminaries
Here we set the notation and recall some of the facts needed in the sequel. For details one may consult [I] , [3] , [6] , [7] , [8] and [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . It would be advisable to skip most of them in the first instance and refer to them only during the course of paragraphs 2 and 3.
We fix an algebraically closed field k of arbitrary characteristic. Let G denote a connected semi-simple linear algebraic group (over k) of rank n. Let T be a maximal torus of G. Let B =D T be a Borel subgroup of G and let B" denote its unipotent part. Let N (T) be the normaliser of T in G and let W = N (T)/T be the Weyl group of G (relative to T).
SYSTEM OF ROOTS (cf.
[I], [3] , [6] , [7] and [21] ). -Let X (T) denote the group of rational characters of T. This is a free abelian group of rank n (= rank G). Let V be the vector space over Q defined by V = X (T) (x) Q. Fix a system of roots R c X (T) z relative to G and T on this vector space. For each root oc e R, let 9^ be the isomorphism of the additive groupe G^ onto a subgroup H^ c= G defined such that
tQ^t-^Q^^x)
for all t e T and x e G^. Let R + denote the set of positive roots relative to B, i. e., R 4^ ={aeR/H^cB"}.
Recall that R is a disjoint union of R + and R~ = -R + . We write a > 0 (resp. a < 0) if aeR 4 ' (resp. R~). Let S = { a^, ..., a^ } c: R'^ be the simple system of roots. For each oc e R, let ^ denote the reflection on V with respect to a. Write ^ == ^., 1 ^ i ^ n. Recall that the Weyl group of G (same as the Weyl group of the root system) is generated by the simple reflections s^, ...,^. Let (,) be a positive definite scalar product on V invariant under W. Let a* = 2 oc/(a, a), aeR. Define o^ e V such that (o)f, ocp = 5^-, 1 ^ i,j ^ n. The ©i, ...,©" are called the fundamental weights (relative n to oci,...,0. Finally recall that we have (oc, P*) e Z, ^ == ^ (x, oc?) co, and 1=1 (X) = X-(x.a*)a for all a, P e R and x<=X(T 1 of G, called the Borel subgroup opposite to B (relative to T) is characterised by the following equivalent properties, namely, B is the Borel subgroup of G such that (i) B n B = T or (ii) the roots positive for B are precisely those negative for B.
3. PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS OF G CONTAINING B (cf. [3] and [6] ). -Let P denote a parabolic subgroup of G containing B. Recall that P is associated to a (unique) subset, say Sp, of S in the sense that P is the subgroup of G generated by B and the H_^, oc e Rpŵ here Rp" is the set of all positive roots spanned by the simple roots in Sp, i.e.,
Rp =={aeR + /a= ^ ^(P)P}
P6Sp
(Conversely, every subset of S defines a parabolic subgroup of G containing B in an obvious way). Note that Sg = 0 and S^ = S. Write Rp = -Rp and Rp == Rp-u Rp. Finally, recall that we can write P = Mp • Up (semi-direct product) (called a Levi decomposition for P) where Mp (resp. Up) is the <( reductive part " (resp. unipotent radical) of P. In fact, Mp is the subgroup of G generated by T and the H^, a e Rp and Up is the subgroup of G generated by the H^, aeR'^-Rp-.
For a simple root a (e S), the parabolic subgroup associated to the subset { a } <= S is denoted by P^ and is referred to as the (minimal) parabolic subgroup associated to oc. On the other hand the parabolic subgroup associated to the subset S-{a} <= Sis denoted by P^ and is referred to as the (maximal) parabolic subgroup obtained by omitting a.
For a parabolic subgroup P => B, the subgroup of W generated by the ^, a e Sp is simply the Weyl group of P (or Mp) and is denoted by Wp.
4. BRUHAT DECOMPOSITION OF G RELATIVE TO P (cf. [3] and [6] ). -Let P ZD B be a parabolic subgroup of G. For w e W, let n (w) e N (T) be such that its residue class mod T is w. Observe that the (B, P)-double coset B n (w) P in G depends only on the coset w Wp in W but not on w or n (w). Write B w P or Cp (w) for B n (w) P and call it the (open) Bruhat cell in G associated to w Wp. The Zariski closure of Cp (w) in G, denoted by Xp (w\ is called the (closed) Bruhat cell in G associated to w Wp. The Bruhat decomposition of G (relative to P) asserts that G is the disjoint union of the (open) Bruhat cells Cp (w) in G. When P = B, we simply write C (w) and X (w) for Cg (w) and Xg (w) respectively.
We have a similar description of the Bruhat decomposition of G in terms of the Bruhat cells P w B, we Wp\W.
CELLULAR DECOMPOSITION OF G/P (cf.
[I], [3] , [7] and [8] ). -Let P ^ B be a parabolic subgroup of G. Let G/P denote the space of cosets of the form g P, g e G, i. e., the space of orbits in G for the action (by multiplication) of P on the right. Recall that G/P is a non-singular projective variety and that the natural projection Ky : G -> G/P is a locally trivial principal fibration under the group P (and hence in particular a smooth morphism). (ii) dim(Xp(u;),)=Np(w).
Proof. -Let n^ : G -» G/P be the natural morphism. Let CQ = n^ (P) denote the distinguished point in G/P. Consider the natural action of B (induced from that of G) on G/P on the left. Recall that the open Schubert cell n, (Cp (w)) in G/P is simply the 96 LAKSHMI BAI, C. MUSILI AND C. S. SESHADRI B"-orbit (or B-orbit) through the point WCQ. It is trivial to see that the isotropy subgroup of B" at the point WCQ is simply B" n w P w~1. But recall that B" n w P w~1 is simply the subgroup of B" generated by the H^,
Note that Rp (w) and Rp (w) partition the set R + since (R'-Rp) and Rp u (R^R^) give a partition of the set of all roots. We know that B" as a variety is isomorphic to the direct product T7 H^, the product being taken in any fixed order and as a group it is a>0 the product H^ ... Hg ... Hy in that order (cf. [1] or [7, exp. 13] we see that the assertions (i) and (ii) follow immediately.
Note. -In the case of P\G, we have a similar result, namely, (i) any element x e P w B can be written as x =pwb with p e P and a unique b e Hp (w ~1), and
[We remark that in general Np (w)^Np (w~1); however, we will see that N (w)=N (w~1), cf. Remark 1.6, below.] 7 . SOME RESULTS OF CHEVALLEY (cf. [8] This completes the proof of the proposition. (ii) From every reduced expression for w\ one can extract a sub-expression which is a reduced expression for w.
(iii) There exists some reduced expression for w' from which one can extract a sub-expression which is a reduced expression for w.
Proof. -This is immediate from the following. Then Ay, depends only on w (but not on the reduced expression taken) and we have
For a proof of this lemma, see [4] . (ii) For all w e W, the Schubert variety X (wo w\ is of codimension / (w) in G/B. In particular,
9. THE PICARD GROUP OF G/B (cf. [7] , [10] and [12] ). -Let G be a simply connected covering of G and let T and B denote respectively the maximal torus and the Borel subgroup in G corresponding to T and B in G. Recall that the system of roots for G (relative to T) is the same as the one for G (relative to T), and that the character group X (T) of T is simply the subgroup of V = X (T) ® Q = X (T) (g) Q generated by the fundamental weights ©i, ...,£". Further, G/B is canonically isomorphic to G/B. In fact, G/P w G/P for any parabolic subgroup P in G, P being the corresponding parabolic subgroup of G.
Assume that G is simply connected. and recall that this is an isomorphism (cf. [7] ). On the other hand, consider the prime divisors X (WQ ^)r, 1 ^ i ^ n, on G/B. Let L^ = OQ^ (X(WQ ^i)r) ^ tne nne bundles ( 1 ) defined by X (WQ Si\. Recall that Pic (G/B) is a free abelian group generated by the L^s and that the above isomorphism L is such that L (co,) = L^, 1 ^ ; ^ 72. In otherwords, for % e X (T), we have X = £ (X, oc?)£, and
Finally, recall that we have (ii)
The set of ^ or L (%) such that % ^ 0 is called the dominant chamber or the positive chamber (relative to B) and it is the « positive » cone generated by the o^ in X (T). is the set of zeros of the morphism /: G -> k. Then there exists a (unique) j = j (i\ 1 ^j ^ n, such that / satisfies the " double " invariance property, namely,
for all b, V e B and g e G.
To see this, note that we have (7) to any (and hence every) fibre of rr; is precisely (7, a*).
n Proof. -Since X = E Oc, a;) 5, and " degree is additive ", the result is immediate 7=1 in view of the following (well-known and easy).
ASSERTION. -Let 7i, be as above. For each], \^j^n, and each y e G/P^ we have
10. P^FJBRATIONS. -Let X and Y be two algebraic varieties and n :X->Y a P^-bundle associated to a vector bundle of rank 2 on Y (in particular, TT is a locally trivial P^bundle). Note that this is equivalent to saying that K is a P^fibration and that there exists a line bundle, say (9 (1), on X such that its restriction to every fibre of TT is of degree for some line bundle <^o on Yo. Now extend the divisor Eo on Yo (whose associated line bundle is ^o)
to the Weil divisor E on Y, etc. and observe that Q) and TT* (^) (x) 0 (m) are completely determined by their restrictions to Xo and hence the claim follows.
Let a (= a; for some i) be a simple root and let TT : G/B -> G/P^ be the canonical morphism. Note that this P^fibration n is a P^bundle associated to a vector bundle of rank 2 on G/P^ because, by Proposition 1.12, the line bundle 0 (1) = L (£,) on G/B is such that its restriction to all the fibres of n are of degree 1. In particular, if X is a subvariety (for example, a Schubert variety) of G/B saturated for the P^fibration K and Y = TC (X), then we find that n : X -> Y is again a Proof. -Observe that we have R-7 n^ (2) = 0 for all j ^ 0. For, the question being local with respect to the base Y and n is a locally trivial P 1 -bundle, we can assume that re is actually trivial, i. e., X is of the form Y x P 1 . Now by the Kiinneth formula, we have 
for all / ^ 0 as required.
As an immediate consequence of Propositions 1.12 and 1.14, we have the following 
(This corollary shows that the above theorem is valid for a wider class of line bundles on G/B, namely, the dominant chamber translated by -p.) Proof. -Clearly it suffices to consider the case ofa^' such that (^', a*) = -1 for some j. In this case Corollary 1.15 (applied to the big cell) gives the required result. COROLLARY 2.3. -Let G be as above. The dimension of the vector space H°(G/B, L(/)), X ^ 0, is independent of the characteristic of the base field k, consequently, its value is explicitly known as given by WeyVs dimension formula in characteristic 0 (cf. [11] and [17] ).
Proof. -This is an immediate consequence of the semi-continuity theorem (cf. [19] ) and " reduction mod? " because G/B is " defined over Z " (cf. [13] ) and H 1 (G/B, L (7)) = 0. Proof. -Since G/B is non-singular, recall that the arithmetic normality of G/B for the imbedding defined by L (x) is equivalent to proving that the natural homomorphisms
are surjective for all r ^ 1. To see the surjectivity of (p,.; observe that (p,. is a G-equivariant map (for the natural action of G on H° (G/B, L (r, x)) and the diagonal action on the tensor power of H° (G/B, L (x)), and that the result is immediate if char k = 0 because H° (G/B, L (r x)) is an irreducible G-module. Since G/B is "defined over Z ", etc. it follows that, when char k is arbitrary, the dimension of Im (p^ = d^ where d^ is the dimension of the " corresponding module " H° (G/B, L (r /)) in char k = 0. But then by Corollary 2.3, we know that do = dim H° (G/B, L (r 7)) in all characteristics and hence (p^ is surjective for all r ^ 1.
Now by a theorem ofSerre-Grothendieck (cf. [20] , p. 160), it follows that G/B is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay because (x > 0 and so by Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.4) we have H 1 (G/B, L (r x)) ==0 for 0 < i< dim G/B and all r e Z. COROLLARY 2.6. -Let G be as above. For all line bundles L (7) and L (%') on G/B belonging to the dominant chamber, the natural homomorphism
Proof. -This is immediate in char k = 0 because (p^ ^ is a G-equivariant map aixl
) is an irreducible G-module. As in the proof of the above corollay. we easily conclude that in any characteristic (p . is surjective.
Remark. -The surjectivity of the map (p,. in the proof of Corollary 2.5 is itself a particular case of the above corollary. Thus the theory of (< reduction mod p " and the known information in characteristic zero are used only in the proof of the above corollary. However, it seems possible to prove the above corollary directly in any characteristic by the same procedure that we are going to adopt to prove Theorem 2.1, i. e., by induction on the rank of G as well as on the dimension of a class of Schubert varieties in G/B. But we have not attempted to carry out the details. * Wo/a) == °f or ally ^ 1. Since G/P is normal and n is locally trivial with fibres w P/B = Complete varieties, we see that (a) is immediate. Since P is of the same type as G, we find as a particular case of Theorem 2.1 for P that H^P/B, ^p/e) = 0 for all j ^ 1.
In other words, the higher cohomology groups of the restriction of OQ^ to the fibres of K are all zero and hence by the semi-continuity theorem (or directly) (b) follows. Now the Leray spectral sequence of n :
and hence we get H^G/B, TT*M) = H^G/P, R°7^(7i*M)) (G/P.R^^G^M) =IT(G/P,M) as required. To prove Theorem 2.1, we can assume that G is simple, i. e., G is one of type A^, B^, €", D^ or G^. As is pointed out in the introduction, the method of proof is the same in all the cases. Now we carry out the details case by case (keeping the sequence of the main steps to be in the same order). We give full details in the case when G is of type A^. (Some propositions proved in this case do not use the fact that G is of type A^, i. e., they hold in the other types as well.) Whenever the proof is similar to the case of type A,,, we omit the details in the other cases.
A. TYPE A1
. NUMERICAL DATA. -Recall the following facts for a group G of type A,,. Dynkin diagram :
The Cartan numbers n,j = (a,, at) == 2 (a,, a,.)/(ay, a,) are given by
The number of roots = n (^+1). and note that H^i) ^ l+...+n= l n(/z+l).
2
We prove that u^ (a) < 0 for all roots a > 0. Then by Proposition 1.1 (iii), it would follow that u^ = WQ. But we know that I (wo) == -n (n +1) = -number of roots 2 2 which implies that the given expression for WQ is reduced. That MI (a) < 0 for all roots a > 0 is a particular case of the following ASSERTION I.
We prove this by decreasing induction on i. For i = n, we have u^ = Vn = s^ and the result is trivial. Assume the assertion proved for all Uj,, k > i. Since u^ = M,+i I;,, it is easy to check that the result follows for u^ using the values ^ (ay) as given by the following
We prove this again by decreasing induction on i. For ; = n, we have Vn = s^ and the assertion is obvious. Assume the result proved for all i^, k > i. Since ^ == ^ u^+i, direct verification proves the assertion.
This completes the proof of the proposition.
3. THE PARABOLIC SUBGROUP P (== P^). -Since no confusion is likely, denote by P the maximal parabolic subgroup of G associated to omitting o^. It is easy to check that the semi-simple part of P is of type A^_i and its Dynkin diagram can be canonically taken to be 0-------0... 0-------0. 
where X (wi) T, denotes the translate ofX (w^) by an element in N(T) whose residue class mod T is T^ (r^ == WQ w^).
Proof. -Observe the following simple facts.
(a) X (wi) ^ X (wi) T^ (consequently the intersection is proper)
. For otherwise, we have X (Wi) c X (wi) T^ i.e., X (w») T^" 1 c X (i<;i) which gives in particular that WQ == w^j~1 eX(wi) and hence G = X(wo) c X(wi) which is a contradiction. Now it follows that (b) Z^ = X (w») n X (i^i) T^ is of pure codimension 1 in X (Wi) [because X (w^) is irreductible and of codimension 1 in G]. (c) P w^ B n X (w^) Tf = 0. To see this, first note that B w^ B n X (w^) T^ = 0. Otherwise, we have x T,~1 e X(u;i) for some xeBwfB. By Proposition 1.3, we can write x^b^w^b^ with b^ e B and a and hence WQ e X (wi), a contradiction. Now suppose that P w, B n X (wQ T, ^ 0. Then some x = pw,b e X (^i) T,. Since X(wi)T, is P-stable on the left, we get that p~1 x == ^&eX(u;i)T, which means B u?i B n X (u;i) T, ^ 0, a contradiction. i. e., the set of zeros of/,, is precisely X (w^) h~1. Note that for t e T, we have
A.fe) =f( §ht) =f(gh)^(t) =/,(g)co,(0,
i. e., the functions/,, and/^ differ by multiplication by a non-zero scalar. Since this ambiguity of a non-zero scalar multiple does not change our future calculations, we write fi = /^-i, 0 ^ ; < n, and find that /o == /and the set of zeros of/ is X (wi) T,. Now the result follows, in view of Proposition A. 4, once we prove that/ defines a section of the line bundle L (/,) \^^, i.e. it suffices to show that fiW=Mg)^b) for all g e X (w) and b e B.
Recall that ^ = ^-1 (©") :T->A;* is the character defined by ^ (t) = coJr^T,- 
(fc).
Thus it suffices to prove that / (gb 11 ) = / {g) for g e X (w,) and &" e B". We see easily that it suffices to verify this for g = w,, i. e. we have only to check that/, (w^ b 11 ) == / (wi) for all Z^eB". 
=co,_,-co^_,+i as required.
6. STRUCTURE OF SCHUBERT VARIETIES IN P\G. -For the purpose of this section, we take G = SL(w+l) and fix T and B as usual (i.e., the diagonal and upper triangular matrices). It is easy to see that P = P^ is the subgroup of matrices of the form (^.), 0 ^ ij ^ n, with g,Q = 0 for ; ^ 1, and its <( semi-simple part " is the set of matrices of the form
We identify P\G with the projective space P (V) where V is a vector space of dimension n-\-1, with coordinates (XQ, ..., x^). The action of G on the right can be identified with the usual multiplication of matrices, namely,
It is clear that the linear subspaces of P (V) defined by (0, *, ...,*), ..., (0, ..., 0, *) are B-stable i. e., the Schubert varieties in P (V) are obtained by taking XQ=O; ;co=Xi=0; ...; XQ =Xi =.. .=^_i =0.
In particular (these are non-singular and) each is obtained from the previous one with the (scheme-theoretic) intersection of a hyper-plane in P (V). Hence, we see that the functions/,, 0 ^ ; < n, as in Proposition A. 5, are elements in H° (P\G, M) and have the property that Y^ is set-theoretically the intersection of Y^_i and the set of zeros of/f_i. Hence it follows that each/, is a non-zero scalar multiple of Xi, consequently, we get that X(i^ [resp. X(wf)] is scheme-theoretically, the intersection of X(wf-i)j [resp. X(u^_i)] and the set of zeros of the section /^eH°(B\G,L(cOi)) (resp. the function/,_i :G-^k) because the morphism B\G-»P\G (resp. G->P\G) is smooth. Since the morphism G -> G/B is smoth, it follows that X (w^r is schemetheoretically the intersection of X(w,_i)^ and the set of zeros of the section /,_ieH°(X(w,_^,L(5c,_,)!^_^) and hence the result. We have dim X^ ^ dim X^ for all f and X^ = P/B. We know that the semi-simple part of P is of type A^_ i, and so the result is true for X^ by the induction hypothesis. Now assume the second induction hypothesis namely that the result is true for all X^, k > i. To prove the result for X,. -By Proposition A. 7, the sheaf of ideals defining X,+i inX, is
This gives the exact sequence
Tensoring by L (^), we get the exact sequence Dynkin diagram : Proo/. -This is similar to the proof of Proposition A.I. In this case we define the sequences { i^ } and { u^ } as follows :
{Vi} : ^==5,,, ^=S^+i5,, l^f < n ; {u,}: 1^=^, u,=Ui+^v^ l^i<n.
The following assertion for ^ together with Proposition 1.1 (iii) proves the proposition.
(In particular u^ == -Id.)
We prove this by decreasing induction on ;' using the fact that ^ = u^^ v^ and the values of v^ (ay) from the following ASSERTION II.
-We have i
Oy for j^i-1 and f, (a,)= -(a,+2o^i+...+2a/,) for j = i, { (a,_i+2oc,+...+2a,) /or j = i-1.
We prove this again by decreasing induction on i noting that v^ = ^1^+1 s^.
3. THE PARABOLIC SUBGROUP P (== P^). -As before, it can be seen that the semisimple part of P is of type B^_i (or A^ if n = 2) and its Dynkin diagram can be taken to be
In particular, the element WQ in the Weyl group Wp (= W (B^_i)) of P is given by =^-2-^-i (since oc^i == -^_2+2co^_i-2co^) as required. Now the result follows with the obvious formal step. This completes the proof of the proposition.
6. STRUCTURE OF SCHUBERT VARIETIES IN P\G. -Recall (cf. § 1,8 above) that for the purpose of this section we can take any connected semi-simple group of type B^ (simply connected or not). For instance, we take G = SO (2^+1), called the (odd) Orthogonal group inln+l variables (cf. [2] , [7] , [23] and [25] ). Recall that SO (2 n-^r 1) is realised as a subgroup of GL(2^+1) as follows :
Let V be a vector space of rank (2/ For this imbedding SO (2 ^+1) q: GL (2 n+1), the subgroup T (resp. B) of SO (2^+1) consisting of the diagonal (resp. upper triangular) matrices is a maximal torus (resp. Borel subgroup). Fixing these, it is easy to check that P = P-is precisely the subgroup of SO (2^+1) consisting of the set of matrices of the form
and its " semi-simple part " is the set of matrices of the form
Let P' be the (maximal) parabolic subgroup of GL(2/z+l) consisting of the set of matrices of the form^
t is seen easily that P = SO (2 n+1) n P' (as group schemes). As usual identifying P^GL (2/2+1) canonically with P (V), we see easily that the canonical closed immersion P\G c; P'\GL (2 n+\) = P (V) identifies P\G with the quadraic Q = 0.
Notice that the points on P\G fixed by the maximal torus T are precisely the points (0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0), 1 at the ;-th place, i ^ n+\. Hence it is easy to see that the Schubert varieties in P\G are (Y,),^, where
(the intersection being scheme-theoretic) where (ii) Y^, 1^;^72-1, are (generalised) cones in P over the quadrics Qn-i which lie in the lower dimensional projective spaces p 2 "" 21 with coordinates (x,+i, ...,x^, z, y^ ...,^-,.).
In particular, the Y^ are Cohen-Macaulay (being locally complete intersections). Further, it is easy to see that the singular set of Y^ is Vzn-i+i ^ 1 ^ l ^ n-\, in particular non-singular in codimension 1 and hence normal.
(iii) Y^ is not reduced and (Yn)red ls ^e projective space P"~1 with coordinates (0, ...,0,yi, ...,^) m P. [resp. X(i^)J is not a Cartier divisor in X(u^_i) [resp. X(^_i)J. However, we see that 2X(u^) [resp. 2X(i^),] is a Cartier divisor in X(i^_i) [resp. X(w^_i)J. IN X(w,,_i) ,. -Let Z (resp. Z,, resp. Zi) denote the subscheme ofX(w^-i) [resp. X(w^-i)^, resp. Y»_J whose ideal sheaf is generated by the function/^_i [resp. the section /,_i ofL(^_i) x(^n-i)^ res P• ^ equation x^ = O], /"_! as in Proposition B.5.
(b). THE IDEAL SHEAF OF X (w^\
Let K^ be the ^-module defined by the exact sequence [X(w^ = (Z^ed]. It will be easily seen that K^ = 0 so that it can be canonically considered as an 0^^-module. The problem is to compute K^. For this purpose, we consider K^, defined by the exact sequence O^-^^^o^O.
^ 1C -> (9 7 -^ (^(z)
From the explicit nature of cycles in P\G, it is easy to compute Kj. It requires some argument to compute K^ from knowing K^ and this is essentially achieved by Lemma B.10, below. Let TT^ : G -> G/B (resp. n^ : G -> P\G) be the canonical morphism. It is clear that To see this, recall that Zj = Y^ is the subscheme in P" [with coordinates (0, ..., 0, z, y^, ..., y^)~} defined by z 2 = 0. Now z = 0 defines (Z^g^ which is a hyperplane in P" and hence its sheaf of ideals w Qyn (-1). But Z^ is defined by the square of this sheaf of ideals, i. e., by the sheaf ^pn (-2). We have Proof. -We have seen that K is locally principal on X (w«) and that we have actions of P and B on K compatible with the actions on X (w^). Hence K defines a line bundle say M on X (w^) on which we are given commuting actions of P and B such that if q : M -> X (wn) is the canonical projection, then q is a P-B equivariant morphism. We denote by M,. and M^ the line bundles defined by K^ and Ki respectively. Suppose the claim is proved. Let s be such a section. Then s gives rise to non-zero rational sections s, and ^ of M, and Mi respectively. Further we have n^ (^) = s = nf (^), etc. We see that s cannot be non-zero everywhere, for otherwise, s^ would be an everywhere non-zero section of Opn-i (-1) which is a contradiction.
Let D (resp. D,., resp. D^) be the union of the polar and zero sets of s (resp. ^, resp. ^). Then we have TC* (D^) = D = TT* (D^). Now D (resp. D,, resp. D^) is of pure codimension 1 in X (w^) [resp. X(w^),, resp. X (w^ = (Y^J. Now D is P-B stable and so Di is a non-empty pure codimension 1 subset of (V^red which is also B-stable and hence Dj is a union of some codimension 1 Schubert varieties of (Y^red-But we know that Vn+2 is the only codimension 1 subvariety of(Y^)^. Hence D^ = ¥^+2 (set-theoretically). We see also that Si has a pole of order 1 along the subvariety Y^+^ Proof. -Let Xi (resp. X,) denote the Schubert variety in P\G (resp. G/B) defined by X. The morphisms X-^Xi and X -> X, are locally trivial principal fibrations with structure groups P and B respectively, and because of the hypothesis of P-B operation on M, M (< goes down " to a line bundle My on Xy (resp. Mi on Xi). The (right) action of B on M induces a (right) action of B on Mi compatible with the action of B on Xi (similarly, we have a left action of P on M^). The existence of a section s on X such that s (x) 1=-0 for all x G Z = P w B is easily seen to be equivalent to the existence of a B-invariant section Si of Mi such that Si (x) ^ 0 for all x e Zi where Zi is the open Schubert cell in Xi. We know that Zi is the B"-orbit through the point w? = P w in Xi. Let Bb e the isotropy subgroup of B" at Wp. Let Mo be the fibre of the line bundle Mi over the point w? e Xi. We make the CLAIM. -BI operates trivially on Mo. This is so because B^ operates through a character of Bi identifying Mo with the affine line, and B^ being unipotent, every character of B^ is trivial.
Recall that Bi is the subgroup of G generated by H^, a e Si for some subset Si of positive roots R 4 '. Let S2 = R'^-Si and let B^ be the subgroup generated by H^, aeS2. Since any element b e B" can be uniquely written as b = b^ b^ with &i e B^ and b^ e B^, it follows that given x e Z^, there exists a unique element b^eB^ such that x = Wpb^. Now define a rational section Si of Mi as follows. Take some 9eMo, 9^0. Write x e Zi as x = Wp b^ as above. Then set Si (w?) = 9 and Si (x) = 9 b^. It follows that Si defines an everywhere non-zero section of Mi ^ and hence it is also a rational section of M,.
Finally to conclude the proof of the lemma, it suffices to prove that Si is B-invariant. -j-^) i.e., degree of L(x) with respect to the P^fibration G/B-^ G/P^_._^, where i = n+j\ Q^j^n-2, we find that the theorem is true for X^, n^i^2n-l. Assuming that we have proved the theorem for X^i, again by the same procedure [now the induction being on (x, a*+ ^) we find that the theorem is also true for X^, 0 ^ ; ^ n -2]. Thus we have only to prove the theorem for X,,_i, remembering that the theorem is true (for X,, i ^ n) in particular for X^. for all p ^ 1. Notice that we have (^/, o^*) = (j, a^)-2 and (7', at) ^ (^, at) for j + n. In particular /' ^ 0 if (7, a^) ^ 2. Now by Remark B. 3 (ii) and Corollary 1.15, (^) and the induction hypothesis, we get the result whenever (%, a^) is odd. Similarly, by (II), (^) and the induction hypothesis, we get the result whenever (7, a^) is even. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of the theorem for
C. TYPE C^ (n ^ 2)
1. NUMERICAL DATA. -Recall ^he following facts for a group G of type €".
Dynkin diagram :
The Carton numbers n^ = (a,, at) = 2 (a,, a^)/(ay, a^) are given by , 2 if 1=7, i -1 if i == j ± 1 and f, j ^ n -1,
The number of roots = 2n 2 .
The order of the Weyl group W (== W (€")) of G = 2".^! Proof. -Similar to that of Proposition A.I. In this case we define the sequences { v^} and { Ui} as follows :
[vi] : ^=s^, ^= 5,^+1 s,, l^i<n; {Ui}: t^=^, M,=Mf+i^, l^Kn.
The following assertion for u^ together with Proposition 1.1 (iii) proves the assertion. 3. THE PARABOLIC SUBGROUP P (= P^). -P = p^ admits a similar description as before, namely, the (< semi-simple part "ofPis of type C^_i (or Aiif^= 2) and its Dynkin diagram can be taken to be Proof. -Similar to that of Proposition B. 6. In this case the recurrence relations are (same as in type B^) :
T;=5i ...5,=Tf_iS; forl^f^n and ^+j = ^+j_^s^_j forl^j^n-1.
6. STRUCTURE OF SCHUBERT VARIETIES IN P\G. -Here we take G == Sp^, the Symplectic group (cf. [2] , [7] , [23] or [25] ). Recall that Sp^ is realised as a subgroup of GL (2 n) as follows : let For this imbedding Sp^n ^ GL (2 n\ the subgroup T (resp. B) of Sp^ consisting of the diagonal (resp. upper triangular) matrices is a maximal torus (resp. Borel subgroup). Fixing these, it is easy to check that P = P^ is precisely the subgroup of Sp^n consisting of matrices of the form (g^j) e Sp^n suc^ that g^ = 0 for ; ^ 2 and g^j = 0 fory ^ 2 n-1, i.e., of the form Let P' be the (maximal) parabolic subgroup of GL (2 n) consisting of the matrices of the form
It is easy to check that P = Sp^n ^ P' (scheme-theoretically).
CLAIM. -The canonic al closed immersion P\G c> P'\GL (2 n) is an isomorphism i. e., P\G w P (V) where V is a vector space of dimension 2 n. This is immediate from the consideration of dimension, etc. As in the case of type A^, fixing a coordinate system (x^ ..., x^n) on V, we see that the Schubert varieties in P\G are obtained by taking In particular (these are non-singular and) each is obtained from the previous one with the (scheme-theoretic) intersection of a hyper-plane in P (V). Proof. -Similar to that of Theorem A. 8. In this case, the proof is by increasing induction on (/, af+i) or (^, oc^_^_i) according as 0 ^ i ^ n-1 or f = 72+7, 0 ^ j ^n-2.
D. TYPE D, (^ ^ 3)
Since 03 = A3, we can assume that /2 ^ 4. Proof. -Similar to that of Proposition A. 1. In this case, we define the sequences { u; } and { Ui} as follows :
[Vi] : ^_i=s^_iS^ and y,=SfU,+iS», l^i<n-l; {Ui}: M«_i=^_i and u,==Ui+^Vi, l^i<n-l. Proof. -Similar to that of Proposition B. 5. 6. STRUCTURE OF SCHUBERT VARIETIES IN P\G. -For the purpose of this section, we take G = SO (2 n), called the (even) Orthogonal group in 2 n variables (cf. [2] , [23] or [25] ). Recall that SO (2 n) is realised as a subgroup of GL (2 n) as follows : let V be a vector space of dimension 2 n over the ground field k. With respect to a basis e^ ..., eô f V, write any point v e V as v == Oq , ..., x^, ^, ..., ^). Let Q = Q, be the quadratic form on V defined by Q (v) =^1^4-... +x^ y^. Let 0 (2 /2) be the subgroup of GL (2 n) which leaves the quadratic form Q invariant i.e. 0(2n)={AeGL(2n)/Q(AiO=Q(i;) for all veV}.
Then SO (2 /z) is the connected component through the identity element of 0 (2 n).
Recall (cf. [25] ) that we have Suppose one of Qc, a^_i) or Qc, o^*) is 0, say (7, a^i) = 0. Then by Remark D. 3 (ii) and Corollary 1.15, IP (X,.^, L QO) == 0 for all p ^ 0 and so W (X,_2, L (7)) = 0 as required. So we can assume (/, o^_ i) > 0 and (7, a,*) > 0. Hence yj ^ 0. Now proceeding by induction on either of (/, o^_ ^) and (/, a^), we get the result.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
G. TYPE 62
1. NUMERICAL DATA. -Recall the following facts for a group G of type G^.
Dynkin diagram : 1 3 0-=0.
Oil (X2
The Cartan numbers n,j = (a,, at) = 2 (a,, a,)/(a,, a,) are given by the matrix t^-2 , -,' )• Proof. -Write u = s^ s^ s^ s^ s^ s^. We have l(u) ^ 6. It is trivial to check that (^1) = -oci and u (a^) = -a^ (i.e., u = -Id). Hence by Proposition 1.1 (iii), we get that u(= wo) is the element of largest length in W. But I (wo) =6=1/2 number of roots and hence the result. Proof. -Same as in Proposition B. 5. 
